Abstract A new strategy is presented to explain the creation and persistence of zonal flows widely observed in plasma edge turbulence. The core physics in the edge regime of the magnetic-fusion tokamaks can be described qualitatively by the one-state modified Hasegawa-Mima (MHM) model, which creates enhanced zonal flows and more physically relevant features in comparison with the familiar Charney-Hasegawa-Mima (CHM) model for both plasma and geophysical flows. The generation mechanism of zonal jets is displayed from the secondary instability analysis via nonlinear interactions with a background base state. Strong exponential growth in the zonal modes is induced due to a non-zonal drift wave base state in the MHM model, while stabilizing damping effect is shown with a zonal flow base state. Together with the selective decay effect from the dissipation, the secondary instability offers a complete characterization of the convergence process to the purely zonal structure. Direct numerical simulations with and without dissipation are carried out to confirm the instability theory. It shows clearly the emergence of a dominant zonal flow from pure non-zonal drift waves with small perturbation in the initial configuration. In comparison, the CHM model does not create instability in the zonal modes and usually converges to homogeneous turbulence.
model lacks the skill to maintain such strong zonal jets and ceases to homogeneous drift wave turbulence at the low resistivity limit.
In analyzing zonal flows from drift wave turbulence, the BHW model consists of the interplay of the linear drift wave instability and the nonlinear coupling between drift waves and zonal states. The modified Hasegawa-Mima (MHM) model, as the exact adiabatic one-state limit [12] of the BHW model, gives a cleaner setup by filtering out the linear instability, thus offers a more desirable starting model for investigating the central mechanism in flow self-organization from drift waves to coherent zonal states through nonlinear interactions. The MHM model is modified from the original Charney-Hasegawa-Mima (CHM) model [4] for plasma and geophysical flows which is also known as the quasi-geostrophic model [1, 9] . Modulational instability of drift waves offers a feedback mechanism for the generation of zonal flows through the nonlinear interactions. Theories and numerical experiments have been attempted [14, 24, 15] for describing the emergence of zonal flows by Reynolds stress in both CHM and MHM models.
In this paper, we provide a precise explanation for the underlying mechanism in creating the dominant zonal jets observed in the flux-balanced models using secondary instability analysis about a background base state of drift wave solutions. To identify the important nonlinear impact between interactions of the drift wave states and the zonal modes, we stay in the simple one-state Hasegawa-Mima (HM) models at the adiabatic limit of the two-state BHW model, where no internal instability due to the particle resistivity is included to add extra complexity in the flow turbulence. The generation and persistence of zonal flows in the HMH model is investigated by demonstrating that: first a non-zonal drift wave base state induces strong instability in the zonal modes, implying nonlinear energy transfer to the zonal states; and then the generated zonal structure as a base state stays stable to perturbations thus is maintained in time as the system evolves. The secondary instability results are first illustrated by numerical computation of the largest growth exponent from the Floquet theory. Further, we use direct numerical simulations to confirm the jet creation mechanism. Zonal flows are induced from a pure drift wave state adding small isotropic fluctuations in the MHM model even without any dissipation effect. In the case with dissipation, selective decay principle developed in [21] helps to work together with the secondary instability mechanism to drive the state to a final purely zonal structure. In contrast in the CHM model, none of these instability and zonal jets are created due to the improper treatment in the electron flux response.
In the structure of this paper, we first briefly describe the BHM and MHM models with a balanced averaged flux creating strong zonal jets. Section 2 introduces the basic MHM model properties with its major physical interpretation. The exact single mode drift wave solution as well as the zonal mean dynamics is derived in Section 3 for the background base mode in generating the zonal states. The precise energy transfer mechanism to the zonal modes is explained through the secondary instability about the background state with numerical computations of the growth rate in Section 4. Section 5 uses direction numerical simulations with and without dissipation effects for confirming the developed theories. The conclusion and further discussion are given in the final Section 6.
The flux balanced models for plasma edge turbulence
In tokamak devices, the realistic geometry would be a circular domain with a predominant magnetic field B along the toroidal z-direction. However, the shape of the plasma edge can be approximated on a slab geometry under a Cartesian coordinate where the toroidal magnetic surfaces are embedded. The Hasegawa-Wakatani models describe the drift wave -zonal flow interactions of a two state coupled system on the 2D slab geometry [12, 1] , with x-axis corresponding to the radial direction and y-axis representing the poloidal direction. The flux-balanced Hasegawa-Wakatani (BHW) model is introduced in [12] based on the flux-balanced potential vorticity q = ∇ 
∂n ∂t
where ϕ is the electrostatic potential, n is the density fluctuation from background density n 0 (x), and u ≡ ∇ ⊥ ϕ = (−∂yϕ, ∂xϕ) is the velocity field. The parameter α is for adiabatic resistivity of parallel electrons. It determines the degree to which electrons can move rapidly along the magnetic field lines. The constant background density gradient κ = −∇ ln n 0 is defined by the exponential background density profile near the boundary n 0 (x) . D acts on the two states with the Laplace operator as a homogeneous damping [22, 12] . The physical quantities ϕ and n are decomposed into zonal mean stats ϕ, n and their fluctuations about the meanφ,ñ so that
In the BHW model, the poloidally averaged density n along y-direction is removed from the potential vorticity q. In contrast, the original Hasegawa-Wakatani model introduced in [5] as well as the modified version (MHW) [17] uses the 'unbalanced' potential density q = ∇ 2 ϕ − n without removing the mean state n in the potential vorticity, leading to problems with the convergence at the adiabatic limit α → ∞.
The BHW model offers a more realistic formulation with several desirable properties. Most importantly, it is shown from rigorous proof and numerical confirmation [12, 22] that at the adiabatic limit, α → ∞, the BHW model converges to the following equation ∂q ∂t
which is called the modified Hasegawa-Mima model. Notice the modification by removing zonal state inφ in the definition of potential vorticity q above. On the other hand, the MHW model shows performance significantly different from the MHM model when α → ∞. The strong zonal jets created from the BHW and MHM model and the convergence at the adiabatic limit are discussed with explicit numerical simulations in [12] (see Fig. 4 and 5 there). If we replace the potential vorticity in (2) by q = ∇ 2 ϕ − ϕ without removing the zonal mean state, it recovers the Charney-Hasegawa-Mima model. The CHM model is identical to the quasi-geostrophic model with F -plane effect describing geophysical turbulence with rotation and stratification [9, 18, 20] . Then the rigorous theories developed for the geophysical model apply to the CHM model exactly in the same way. In this paper, we will focus on the HM models and especially changes in MHM model due to the averaged flux correction in order to analyze the unstable effect purely from a background base flow.
The Hasegawa-Mima models and their representing properties
To offer a better illustration with physical interpretations in the Hasegawa-Mima models, we start with the original dimensional formulation with physically related variables and derive the non-dimensionalized version using the physical scales. The Charney-Hasegawa-Mima (CHM) equation and the modified Hasegawa-Mima (MHM) equation can be formulated under the same framework by defining a switch parameter with s = 0 for CHM and s = 1 for MHM as
where ϕ is the electrostatic potential, ζ = ∇ 2 ϕ/B 0 is the vorticity, v E = −∇ϕ ×ẑ/B 0 is the E × B velocity. D/Dt ≡ ∂ t + v E · ∇ represents the material derivative along the velocity. In the parameters, Te is the reference electron temperature, ω ci = eB 0 /m i is the ion cyclotron frequency, and m i is the ion mass [1] . For model non-dimensionalization, the new variables are introduced by eϕ/Te → ϕ, ω ci t → t, (x, y) /ρs → (x, y) ,
Te/eB 0 the characteristic length scale of drift waves and ω
−1
ci the characteristic time scale from the ion frequency. Accordingly, we find the non-dimensional velocity and vorticity
By substituting the non-dimensionalized quantities back into the dimensional equation (3), we can rewrite the original (with s = 0) and modified (with s = 1) Hasegawa-Mima equations in the non-dimensional form as in (2) so that
Above we introduce the new variable q as the potential vorticity, and if we assume a constant exponential decay profile in the background density n 0 ∼ exp (−κx) the coefficient becomes a constant κ ≡ −∂x ln n 0 .
On the magnetic surfaces, the electrons are assumed to respond adiabatically so that locally thermodynamical equilibrium (with Boltzmann distribution) is achieved on a given field surface. The electron density fluctuation does not respond adiabatically on the averaged part of the electrostatic potential ϕ, thus only the flux balanced component eφ/Te follows the Boltzmann distribution. This offers the intuition for removing the zonal mean state ϕ in the MHM model. Though simple enough, the modified expansion leads to much stronger zonal jet structures and more physically consistent performance [1, 14] compared with the CHM results.
Galilean invariance and model energetics
We illustrate some representative features especially from the model flux modification. First, the MHM model enhances the excitation of zonal flows with more prominent zonal structures. Consider a single mode plane wave ϕ = Az (x, t) exp (i (k · x − ωt)) decomposed into a slowly varying zonal mean and fast fluctuation. The slow mode Az is assumed to be zonal and gives a constant zonal mean flow v E =vŷ. We can find the linearized dispersion relations for CHM and MHM separately as
Without the mean flow v E , the HM models generate no instability with the same dispersion relation in the first term on the right side. In small scales k 1, the CHM and MHM models have similar dispersion relations. In large scales k 1 (that is, near the scale of ρs), the modified model gets a stronger feedback from the fluctuation (due to the simple Doppler shift k · v E = kyv). In the unmodified model, the Doppler shift is reduced by a factor k 2 / 1 + k 2 . Detailed discussions about mean flow interaction in the CHM model can be found in [9] . Second, the MHM model is Galilean invariant under boosts in the y (poloidal) direction as desired for the symmetry in the poloidal direction of tokamak devices. If we introduce a poloidal boost V in the flow, the new states become
Notice that only the fluctuation in the electrostatic potential is invariant,φ =φ, while the zonal mean is not invariant, ϕ = ϕ − V B 0 x, under the change of coordinate. The CHM model (and also the QG model in geophysics) does not maintain this invariance due to the last term eϕ/Te with s = 0.
At last, we describe the model energetics. In the MHM model, two important conserved quantities [21, 17] can be found as the energy E and the enstrophy W
The nonlinear term in (4) does not alter the value of both energy and enstrophy. Thus the evolution of energy and enstrophy can be purely determined by the dissipation effects. Especially with the homogeneous damping form D∆q in (2), we can derive the dynamical equations
Similarly, the CHM model also maintains two invariants withφ in the definition (5) and equations replaced by ϕ. The energetic equations play important roles in showing the stability and decay properties. In particular, a selective decay to a single dominant mode can be discovered based on the energetics [13, 21] .
Selective decay in the flux balanced model
The persistence of the zonal jets in the MHM model can be first explained in a rigorous mathematical approach using the selective decay principle [21, 13] . It states that proper dissipation operator can dissipate all the non-zero drift wave states at a much faster rate except a single selected dominant zonal state in the MHM model. Precisely speaking, we have the convergence to one of the selective decay zonal states ϕ k for the normalized potential function in the H 1 sense
In the CHM model, the selective decay state ϕ k in a single wavenumber can be also reached under the dissipation operator, while the final converged state is one drift wave mode without zonal structure. Proof for the selective decay results using different dissipation operators including the Landau damping with detailed numerical simulations are shown in [21] . Still, the generation of the zonal structures from any arbitrary initial states is directly related with the nonlinear interaction mechanism between different modes before the selective decay effect takes over.
Exact drift wave solutions and the zonal mean dynamics
Now we propose the precise model framework for analyzing the instability, creation and stabilization of zonal jets through the nonlinear interacting mechanism with the background base states. First, we introduce additional rescaling for the HM models so that the important parameters that determine the solution structures are identified. Starting with the previous model formulation (4) ∂q ∂t
with s = 1 for the MHM model and s = 0 for the CHM model, we propose the rescaled set of variables q , ϕ , x , t based on the characteristic length scale L and the characteristic flow velocity scale U
The scales of the other variables can be found based on the values of L, U as
With the above rescaling, the unit wavenumber mode p, |p| = 1 for the new state represents the inverse length scale L −1 , and the flow state with unit amplitude u = exp (p · x) represents the velocity with strength U . Accordingly, we derive the rescaled HM models for the normalized states q , ϕ , x , t based on the proposed characteristic scales ∂q ∂t
The above rescaled equation (7) [23, 18] . We will focus on the MHM model with s = 1 in (7) and neglect the primes on the states in the rest part of the paper (the CHM case can be easily implied and detailed theories for the CHM model have actually been developed in the geophysical literatures [9, 10, 11] ).
General base flow state from the exact solution
Exact drift wave solutions of the MHM equation in (7) can be found by considering a single mode base state. We assume the base mode in the electrostatic potential and the potential vorticity for a single wavenumber k = (k
where ω (k) is the dispersion relation in the drift waves. The Kronecker delta operator is introduced for the MHM model modification in the zonal modes k y = 0. The normalized wavenumber length k = |k| is compared with the characteristic scale L, i.e., wavenumbers k < 1 characterize the scales larger than L and wavenumbers k > 1 for scales smaller than L. Since we only consider a single mode solution in the above form, the nonlinear term ∇ ⊥ ϕ · ∇q vanishes in the equation through the self interaction k
The dispersion relation can be found as
Notice that the above dispersion relation ω (k) is valid for both the MHM and CHM models. In fact, the MHM model only adds modifications for the zonal modes with k y = 0. In the zonal modes, the dispersion relation becomes ω = κ k (9) is still valid for both the MHM (s = 1) case and CHM (s = 0) case. Next, we will consider the instability of fluctuation perturbations added on top of the representative exact solutions in the form of (8).
Dynamical equation of the zonal mean state
Before proceeding to the detailed discussion about secondary instability to induce zonal structures, it is useful to check the exact dynamical equation for the zonal state to achieve a first intuition about the nonlinear interacting mechanism. Evolutions of the zonal components q can be extracted from the above MHM model by directly taking the zonal average about the original equation (7) ∂q ∂t
with u the zonal velocity fluctuation. The background density gradient term κ ∂yϕ vanishes after the average along y-direction.
If there is no non-zero zonal mode k y = 0, we can check that the advection term vanishes
after the integration along the y-direction, with c.c. as the complex conjugate part. Therefore single non-zonal fluctuation mode makes no contribution to the zonal mean structure in the above form, where an exact solution (8) can be reached.
On the other hand, zonal wave could be generated through the interactions between different wavenumbers. If we consider a general solution with multiple drift wave modes, the mean state equation can be derived in the following form
with the zonal mode k = (k x , 0) and the fluctuation feedback ϕmϕn, m y = 0, n y = 0 to the zonal state. The coupling parameter C kmn (t) is time-dependent on the dispersion relations (9) and models the triad coupling between the interacting drift wave modes
The right hand side of the above equation describes the nonlinear flux to the mean mode for the generation of a zonal jet.
In the next section, we illustrate in a rigorous way how this nonlinear coupling term transfers the fluctuating energy in the non-zonal drift wave modes to the zonal directions, and maintains the zonal structures through the secondary stability mechanism.
Secondary instability from a base flow state
In this section, we provide a precise description for the energy transfer mechanism from the drift wave states (with k
to zonal flows (with k y = 0). From the discussion in the last section, energy in the fluctuation drift wave modes is first transferred to the zonal directions through the resonant triad interactions; next the accumulation of energy in the zonal modes gets saturated and stabilized with the large-scale stability of a zonal base state. The drift wave -zonal flow interactions are characterized by the secondary instability analysis based on a base flow state. A brief summary for the main result achieved for the MHM model is: a fluctuation drift wave base state will induce strong instability along a wide range of zonal modes, implying strong transport of energy from non-zero drift waves to the zonal directions; in contrast a purely zonal flow base state will add no instability to zonal modes or the drift waves, showing stability in the generated zonal mean structure.
Formulation of the secondary instability from a base state
First notice that drift wave instability is filtered out in the one-state Hasegawa-Mima models (7), which enables us to focus on the nonlinear interaction mechanism from a background state. Below we derive the secondary instability based on the MHM model (the CHM case can be derived in a similar fashion). The development is motivated by the secondary instability analysis carried out in [7] for geophysical turbulence on beta-plane and in [16] for 2D Navier-Stokes equations with a Kolmogorov base flow using Floquet theory. However, the main focus here is the changes introduced through the flux modification in the MHM model potential vorticity q = ∇ 2 ϕ −φ. (8) as
with the dispersion relation ω (p) = κ p y 1+L 2 defined in (9) . From the rescaled equation (7) using the characteristic scales (L, U ), the base solution Up = ∇ ⊥ Φp with unit wavenumber p = 1 represents the characteristic length scale L and the characteristic flow velocity U . For the corresponding CHM model solution, we just need to remove the delta functions in the above formula. With no additional internal instability in the HM models, the above solution can be simply generated by a combined forcing and damping effect. The Floquet theory considers a fluctuation solution with a characteristic multiplier e µt . To study the secondary instability at each wavenumber k based on the single-mode base flow (11), we introduce fluctuations, ϕp = ϕ − Φp, qp = q − Qp, on top of the base state in the form
The perturbation is added on the wavenumber k with dispersion relation ω (k). µ is the Floquet exponent characterizing the growth or decay rate in this perturbed mode.
2 is the full wavenumber with the perturbation. The perturbation modeφ l is added on each of the directions as multiples of the characteristic wavenumber lp . It refers to a multiplicative perturbation along the directions of the base state flow. Here we truncate the perturbed states within the leading modes up to N multiples of the base state. Thus the perturbation coefficients {φ l } form a finite dimensional system of 2N + 1 real states. The problem can be further extended to an infinite dimensional system as the truncation size N → ∞. Still, since we are mostly interested in the instability among the largest scales in the zonal states, a finite size truncation N will be sufficient for characterizing this instability (see the instability results illustrated in Section 4.2).
By subtracting the base flow solution (Φp, Qp) from the MHM equation (7), the fluctuation equation for the perturbed component qp of potential vorticity can be derived in the following form ∂qp ∂t
where the relation for the single mode base state vorticity and potential 
with the combined wavenumber q (l) = k + lp, q 2 (l) = |q (l)| 2 , and the coupling coefficient
first row above includes the effects from the dispersion relation and damping, and the second and third rows are due to the interactions with the neighboring modes through the background state. The equations in (13) form a (2N + 1) × (2N + 1)
tri-diagonal system (with N the number of base mode perturbations added) based on the perturbed modesφ l for each wavenumber k. The solution of µ reflecting instability can be achieved by computing the eigenvalues of the corresponding tri-diagonal matrix. The maximum positive eigenvalue in real part of µ max (k) refers to the most unstable growth rate in the mode k according to the base flow in direction p.
As a comment for the general case, the base flow can be generalized to a combination of the single drift wave solutions (8) with a group of characteristic wavevectors p j J j=1
. The base states for the electrostatic potential Φ and the potential
2Φ then can be defined as the combination of all the modes
Above J is the total number of characteristic modes that are combined in the background base state Φ. Accordingly for the fluctuation state about the combined base solution, we need to combine perturbations on mode k for each component of the base state in the form
where the index l = (l 1 , l 2 , · · · , l J ) ∈ Z J goes through all the J-multiples in the summation. Similar result can be derived just with much more complicated formulas. We will leave the multiple base mode case in future investigation and focus on the central issue about the generation of zonal jets through a single drift wave mode.
Secondary instability about a single mode base state
Now we check the secondary growth rate µ according to different types of the base flows through simple numerical tests. In the first test case, we consider the secondary instability due to a single-mode drift wave state p = (0, 1) varying only along the k y -direction. In this case, it illustrates the transfer of energy from the purely drift wave modes to the zonal jet states through the nonlinear interactions between the background state and the fluctuations. Especially, from the drift wave linear instability in the two-state HW model, the most linearly unstable modes are always along the k y axis (see Fig. 2 in [22] for the linear instability result). Therefore, starting from the HM model framework, the pure drift wave background state represents the first excited states due to the (unresolved) linear instability effect. We investigate the secondary instability induced due to this background state from linear drift wave instability.
In Figure 1 This corresponds to the rapid energy transfer from the drift waves to form up zonal structures. In small scales the real parts of the eigenvalues become negative due to the much stronger damping in the smaller scales. In contrast, the CHM model without the flux modification gets no instability but only has negative decaying effect in the real part of µ. This shows the inability of creating zonal structures of the CHM model. Direct numerical simulations starting from drift waves will be shown in Section 5 for an explicit illustration of the difference between the two models. For a more detailed comparison about the model instability changing with characteristic scales, the maximum growth with different parameter values L and U are compared. As shown in the three rows of Figure 1 , larger characteristic scale L = 20 in the drift waves induces larger number of unstable zonal modes in higher wavenumbers and stronger growth rate.
In comparison, the CHM model results have little change with only negative eigenvalues for stability. Figure 2 shows the maximum growth rate µ depending on different model scales U and L from secondary stability analysis along the zonal modes k y = 0. More clearly, the MHM model gets unstable zonal modes from the drift wave state, while the CHM model has no instability at all along the zonal direction. For the MHM model, the largest growth gets saturated at large values of flow amplitude U ; and with decreasing amplitudes of U , the growth rate drops slowly and will finally vanish at the extremely small value U < 0.01 where the effective dissipation D = D U L becomes strong. On the other hand for the CHM model, at most weak instability is induced for large value of U around the largest scales. The positive growth rate quickly vanishes as the flow strength U decreases in value. This is also reflected in the contour plots in Figure 1 .
Finally, we test the small characteristic length L = 0.01, that is, the background drift wave state is in a very small scale. At this small length scale limit, both MHM and CHM models converge to the barotropic model with infinite (or large) deformation frequency, q → ∇ 2 ϕ [9, 10] . Figure 3 shows the maximum secondary growth rate from both the MHM and CHM model results. As expected, the growth rates from the two models perform similarly at this limit where the balanced flux correction forφ becomes negligible. Also the maximum growth of the perturbations takes place at the largest scales k < 1 compared with the small characteristic scale L in the background drift wave state. Besides, the maximum secondary growth stays in small amplitude with just weak instability among all the wavenumbers. This agrees with the results in [7] for barotropic turbulence.
Stability about zonal flow mode p = (1, 0)
In this second test case, we consider the secondary instability due to a background zonal jet state with wave direction p = (1, 0). In this case, a positive growth rate along the zonal modes implies further growth of the fluctuations in zonal states until higher order nonlinear interactions between modes take over. Usually, if the zonal jet amplitude keeps growing, it will finally break down due to the nonlinear interactions and cascade to the smaller scales to get dissipated. On the other hand, no instability in the zonal directions implies that the zonal jet structure is maintained stable since perturbations in zonal modes will not grow and jet structure will persist in time. This case with a zonal flow base state then characterizes the stability of the zonal structures, which can be created by the instability from drift waves through the instability analysis shown in Section 4.2.1. In Figure 4 , the maximum and minimum eigenvalues from the secondary stability analysis according to zonal jet base flow are plotted. It can be observed that there exists no positive growth rate in µ for instability at all throughout the spectral regime due to zonal flows in the MHM model. This supports the intuition described above that the induced zonal jets can be maintained stable in time in response to additional wave perturbations. In the CHM model case, the growth rate is in a similar shape but gets small positive growth near the zonal direction k y = 0. This instability in the zonal modes may imply the less stable zonal jets and the possible break down of the zonal structures due to perturbations in the CHW model. In additional, we also compare the minimum eigenvalue for the strongest damping rate in each mode from the stability analysis. The zonal modes get stronger damping at smaller scales. This again confirms the stability of the zonal jets, so that small perturbations in the zonal direction will be quickly damped down from the stabilizing effect in the background base mode.
Combining the conclusions of instability in the drift wave state and stability in the zonal modes, we can draw a complete picture about the energy mechanism due to the nonlinear transfer of energy in the transient state. By adopting the HasegawaMima model (2) without drift wave linear instability, we start with a drift wave state that could be generated from the drift wave turbulence in the higher level Hasegawa-Wakatani model (1) . The secondary instability in the drift wave base mode induces strong growth particularly along the zonal mode direction, which infers the strong transport of energy from the drift wave modes to the zonal states. After the formation of the zonal structure, the strong negative damping with no instability about the zonal jet background state shows the persistence of the zonal structure to perturbations. The zonal jets will emergence even without the help of the selective decay in dissipating small scale fluctuations described in [21] .
Direct numerical simulations to confirm the generation of zonal jets
In this final part, we use direct numerical simulations of the MHM and CHM models (4) to confirm the theory from the secondary instability induced by the background base mode discussed in the previous section. A pseudo-spectral code with a 3/2-rule for de-aliasing the nonlinear term [21, 20] is taken in all the simulations to ensure the conservation properties especially for the non-dissipative case. The same model parameter values are taken as in Section 4.2 for instability analysis.
To check the energy transfer mechanism from drift waves, the initial state of the simulations is set as a pure drift wave adding homogenous perturbations
withξ k ∼ N (0, 1) sampled independently from the standard normal distribution. In practice, we add the perturbations up to wavenumber Λ = 5 and the perturbation amplitude is set in a small value = 0.01. The parameter s determines the scale of the background drift wave. We test two values with s = 2 representing drift waves of two wavelengths and s = 10
representing drift waves of wavenumber 10 (see the electrostatic potential ϕ 0 shown in Figure 6 for these two initial states). Besides, we consider two different situations without and with the dissipation operator D∆q in the model.
Time evolution of energy and enstrophy in full and zonal modes
In the first numerical simulations, we introduce no dissipation effect D = 0 in the model. Thus the conservation of total kinetic energy E and potential enstrophy W defined in (5) should be guaranteed. We run the model in this way so that the selective decay effect [21] will be excluded. Therefore if zonal structures are generated in the final steady state from the simple drift wave initial state (14) , the mechanism can only be the secondary interactions between the initial background state ϕ 0 and the perturbed small modes. We need to confirm in the first place that the numerical dissipations have little effect in changing the model energy and enstrophy and offer no contribution in the final state of the model. For checking the conservation in the model simulations, the first two rows of Figure 5 plot the time-series of the total energy E and enstrophy W from the direct model simulations. In both the MHM and CHM model results, the total energy and enstrophy are conserved in time with at most small decrease in the enstrophy due to the numerical dissipation strongest at the smallest scales. Further we plot the energy and enstrophy only contained in the zonal state ϕ and q. The ratio of energy in zonal velocity v 2 / u 2 + v 2 is used to characterize the flow structure, which reaches 1 when the purely zonal flow is reached. In the MHM model, the zonal energy and enstrophy start near zero in the initial time due to the initial setup, then the secondary instability takes over and the zonal energy and enstrophy jump to a large non-zero value through the nonlinear interaction. This infers the strong instability from drift wave modes and stability in the zonal jet states. In contrast, the zonal energy and enstrophy in the CHM stay in small values near zero throughout the time evolution. Then no zonal state is excited in the CHM model from the nonlinear effect.
In the last two rows of Figure 5 , the time-series of energy and enstrophy as well as the zonal energy ratio with a small dissipation D = 5 × 10 −4 are plotted. In comparison with the non-dissipative case before, the energy and enstrophy are no longer conserved. Especially, the enstrophy decays in a faster rate than the energy, implying that the dissipation is stronger on damping the smaller scale modes. Still, the MHM case induces strong zonal structures as the system approaches the final state. The CHM model still lacks the skill in generating zonal jets, while a pure single drift wave mode is converged consistent with the selective decay principle [21, 13] . Most importantly, observe that in the time-series of enstrophy for the MHM model, the zonal enstrophy starts to rise at t = 2 (marked by dashed line in the figure) while the total enstrophy begins to drop at a later time at t = 5 (marked by dotted-dashed line). This illustrates the competition between the secondary instability and selective decay: i) during the starting time t < 2, the initial state maintains with no linear instability; ii) between the time 2 < t < 5, the secondary instability comes into effect to generate a strong zonal structure while the dissipation has no obvious effect on the smaller scale modes; iii) finally after time t > 5, the selective decay becomes dominant and strongly dissipates the smaller scale fluctuations while maintains the created zonal jet.
Convergence to the final steady state without dissipation
We check the explicit flow structures from the direct numerical simulations of the MHM and CHM models. Figure 6 plots the snapshots of the electrostatic potential functions ϕ from both the MHM and CHM model simulations starting from the same initial drift wave structure (14) . First in the MHM model in the second column, starting from the pure drift wave state with only small isotropic perturbations (first column of Figure 6 ), the solutions always generate strong zonal jets in the end. This confirms the transfer of energy through the secondary instability shown in Figure 1 since no dissipation and other effect are included to generate the zonal structures. Also since there is no dissipation, the small scale non-zonal fluctuations always exist in the system on top of the zonal jets. In comparison, the CHM model shown in the third column of Figure 6 has difficulty in generating the zonal structures. In the first case with a large scale wavenumber of two, the drift wave structure is maintained in time as the system evolves. This is consistent with the secondary stability result in the drift wave case where no positive growth rate is observed in the CHM model with a large scale base flow (see the right column of Figure 1 ). In the second test case with smaller scale drift wave state of wavenumber ten initially, finally the pure drift wave structure is destroyed due to the relatively stronger instability with smaller scale drift waves. Still the flow breaks into homogeneous drift wave turbulence without any zonal jet structure. This confirms the little instability in the zonal modes (only in the largest scales) in the CHM model case.
Combined effects with secondary instability and selective decay
In the previous test cases, we run the models without dissipation effect. As described in [21] , the damping operator usually adds stronger selective effect on the non-zonal modes and drives the flow solution to a single wavenumber state at the long time limit. Thus in this final test case, we consider the combined contributions from both the secondary instability and the selective damping. For simplicity, we introduce the simple dissipation operator, D∆q, as in (2) for both MHM and CHM models. The damping rate is kept in small value D = 5 × 10 −4 . In the last two rows of Figure 5 , we already show the time-series of total energy and enstrophy in this case with dissipation. Both energy and enstrophy are no longer conserved in time. Still the energy/enstrophy in the zonal mean goes to the same level as the total energy/enstrophy at the long time limit in the MHM case, while the CHM only gets little energy in the zonal state. Again, we check the final dissipated solutions from the direct numerical simulations. We plot in Figure 7 the snapshots of the electrostatic potential ϕ at the final simulation time starting from the same two initial states with different drift wave scales with the inclusion of dissipation effect. Comparing with the the non-dissipative results in Figure 6 , the fluctuating small-scale structures are damped down in this case while the dominant zonal structure is still maintained in the MHM model. This is the typical selective decay solution shown in Fig. 3 of [21] , while here the detailed energy exchanging mechanism is discovered by the secondary instability. Observe that same number of zonal jets in the two cases is reached as in the non-dissipative results. This shows (together with the time-series of enstrophy in Figure 5 ) that the instability determines the final zonal structure in the first place, then the selective decay takes over to dissipate all the other non-zonal fluctuation modes to reach a clean single mode zonal state. In comparison, the CHM model converges to a drift wave selective decay state without zonal flows. With long enough time, the CHM flows will finally converge to a single drift wave mode. More detailed results about selective decay in the CHM model can be found in Fig. 1 of [21] and [13] . The initial energy spectra in the two test cases are shown together with the final spectra achieved with and without dissipation effect.
Energy transfer mechanism in the decaying process
We offer a more detailed illustration about the energy transfer mechanism in time between different modes in the MHM model through comparing the energy spectra. In Figure 8 , we plot the energy spectra in the two initial cases with and without dissipation from the MHM model simulation results. To display the transfer of energy from the non-zonal drift wave modes to the zonal modes, we compare the spectra in radially averaged modes in the first row and in zonal modes k y = 0 only in the second row. The initial spectra get a dominant second or tenth wavenumber from the initial setup (14) with small fluctuations and a high wavenumber truncation. The energy will gradually cascade to smaller scales in the transient state. A dominant zonal mode with largest energy emerges finally. With dissipation, the selective damping effect only strongly dissipates the smaller scale modes. The dominant zonal mode gets maintained at exactly the same wavenumber as the non-dissipative case and stays with large energy for all the time. Finally, to offer a complete picture about the creation of pure zonal jet structure through the combined effects of secondary instability and the selective damping, we plot the normalized energy ratio for the zonal modes k y = 0 and the non-zonal fluctuation modes at several time instant in Figure 9 . In the initial state (shown in dashed black lines), all the energy is contained in the pure drift wave mode with wavenumber two (s = 2, left) or wavenumber ten (s = 10, right). As the starting transient state (at around time t = 3, see also the time-series of energy and enstrophy in Figure 5 ), the energy in the zonal modes k y = 0 begins to grow due to the secondary instability induced by the interactions between the drift waves and zonal modes. At later time (starts from time t = 5), the energy in the non-zonal drift wave modes begins to cascade to smaller scales and gets dissipated by the selective damping. In accordance with the time-series of energy plotted in Figure 5 , the energy in the zonal modes grows rapidly between the time window t ∈ [3, 5] . Then the selective damping effect takes over to drive the state to purely zonal jets. In addition, it can be observed from the energy ratios in the zonal modes that there exist several intermediate metastable saddle points which the solution visited before the convergence to the final stable single selective decay zonal mode (see [21] for a complete description of the selective decay).
Concluding discussion
In this paper, we perform secondary instability analysis about a background base state to explain the zonal jet creation mechanism generally observed in plasma edge turbulence. The one-state modified Hasegawa-Mima model without internal drift wave instability is adopted to identify the central drift wave -zonal flow nonlinear interactions, and the results are compared with the Charney-Hasegawa-Mima model. Together with the selective decay principle developed previously in [21] , a complete picture for the generation and persistence of a dominate zonal jet structure can be drawn. Starting from a drift wave base state created from the first linear drift wave instability, secondary instability due to nonlinear coupling with the fluctuation modes gradually takes over and transfers the energy in the non-zonal drift wave states to the zonal states. The induced zonal mode as a background state is further stabilized from the negative secondary damping effect from interacting with the perturbations. The small scale fluctuations from the initial state are maintained if no dissipation exists in the system, otherwise the selective decay effect will strongly dissipate the smaller scale modes while it does not alter the dominant zonal structure created from the instability. Direct numerical simulations of the MHM model display the creation of zonal flows from a pure non-zonal drift wave state with only small perturbation and without the effect of selective decay. When dissipation is also added, secondary instability is effective before the selective decay to generate the same number of zonal jets, and the selective decay effect finally drives the state to a clean single mode zonal jet structure. In contrast, the CHM model cannot create zonal flows automatically and has no instability along the zonal model direction.
Here we focus on the main energy mechanism for the creation of zonal structures, thus a single mode base mode is always used throughout the paper in illustrating the central role of secondary instability. As an immediate generalization, the secondary instability with combined effects with multiple background modes can be investigated. The multiple background base modes should show stronger dominant exponential growth along the zonal direction since different base modes enforce the instability in the zonal modes together and have cancellation effect in the non-zonal directions. As a further generalization, it is useful to consider the instability in the two-state Hasegawa-Wakatani models. There we need to consider the first linear instability in the base mode together with the secondary instability on top of the stable/unstable base modes. Especially, it is interesting to investigate the regime with large values of adiabatic resistivity α, where the model is on its way to approach the MHM model discussed here.
